
Assembling 2x72 Kit Grinder


Unbox all contents for your 2x72 kit grinder and arrange them on a bench to make them easily 
identifiable.


1. For ease of assembly Clamp the main grinder frame piece to a work bench.




2. Take 9 bolts from the bag labeled “Body” and place them through the 9 holes evenly 
spaced on the front of the Grinder body frame. These bolts will hold together the tooling 
arm struts.







3. Place the 3 black anodized aluminum baffles (has 3 bolt holes) horizontally over each set of 
3 bolts. 


4. Place the threaded plate with 12 threaded holes and the notch facing up and closest to you 
over the bolts and tighten the 9 bolts with a 1/2” wrench.




5. Thread the 2 supplied handles through the remaining threaded holes used for securing your 
tooling arms. These handles work by a spring loaded bolt for ease of tightening and 
loosening your tooling arms by allowing you to position the handle in different positions.


6. Tension arm bolt bag: Place the rectangular black anodized aluminum block with 2 bolt 
holes against the grinder frame at the top rear of the grinder frame and the single end 
rounded steel bar identified with 3 holes 2 which are threaded over the aluminum block 
with the rounded end facing up. Thread the 1 5/8” long Bolts with a 5/8” head through the 
holes.


7. Take your tension arm bolt and 2 teflon washers (tension arm bolt bag) and place the bolt 
through the hole and install one teflon washer. Next slide in the tension arm with the handle 
oriented upwards and facing the front of the grinder. Insert the 2nd teflon washer between 
the tension arm and mounting bracket. Finally thread the teflon lock nut on the bolt. Be sure 
to not over tighten as the tension arm will not be able to move for proper operation.




8. Air spring for tensioning arm: Flip the tension arm to the rear of the grinder frame. Thread 
the “Air spring” through the inside, top of the tooling arm bracket notch. (piston rod facing 
down) Bring the tension arm towards you so you can thread the other end of the “air 
spring” to the tension arm on the furthest out hole in the center of the arm. Take the black 
handle with the 5/16” Allan bolt and thread this through the end of the tension arm with the 
handle.






9. Install the 4” tensioning wheel with the non key way hole and has a slight crown. Using the 

tension wheel bracket install this with the Allan bolt tight enough to hold the wheel to the 
bracket without the wheel wobbling but not enough to bind the bearings. Install the bracket 
with the wheel through the threaded hole above, behind and on the opposite side of the “air 
spring”.






10. Once the tension wheel bracket is rubbing against the tension arm this is tight enough and 

now you will need to install the spark guard with the Steele machine tag. 2 Allan screws will 
mount the spark guard to the tension arm bracket with the tension wheel bracket. Use a 
3/16” Allan key to tighten the Allan screws.







11. Install the tracking wheel knob through the threaded hole aligned with the front of the 
tension wheel bracket.


12.  Platen bag:  Remove the pivoting spigot, 2 brackets and 4,  3/16” Alan screws with metal 
washers.


13. Install the 2 brackets to the platen. Do not tighten these just yet as some adjustments will 
need to be made. Next install the platen to the platen assembly wheel bracket with the 
additional 2 Alan screws. 


14. Place the mounted platen on a flat work surface to align the platen with the wheels.  Give 
the platen a slight lift that will allow the platen to contact the sanding belt insuring you do 
not create a slack belt.




15. Turn the platen assembly on its side so you can now tighten the allan screws to the platen 
assembly.




16. Spigot: Install the spigot to the center of the platen assembly with a 5/16” allan screw with 

the spigot facing away from the wheels.






17. Aluminum tooling arm: Use the extended ratcheting handle and install this through the 

threaded hole on the aluminum tooling arm.


18. Place the tooling arm over the spigot of the platen assembly.




19. Slide the tooling arm into the tooling arm bracket on the grinder.


20. Confirm that the collar of the spigot is properly space so the platen assembly does not rub 
on the bolts of the tooling arm bracket. Tighten the collar with an Alan key with about 3/8” 
gap between the collar of the spigot and platen assembly.




21. Attaching the motor: Using the 4 included 5/16” Allan screws place the screws through the 
4 mounting holes on the belt side of the grinder. 


22. Place your 2HP motor through the mounting hole making sure the protruded ring of the 
motor sits inside of the mounting bracket. Proceed to tightening the Alan screws to secure 
the motor to the grinder frame.


23. Woodruff key: This key is taped to the 2HP motor. Remove the tape from the key and insert 
the key by sliding it into the key slot of the 2HP motor.




24. Mount the drive wheel to the motor aligning them to outside edge of the wheel to the Alan 
heads of the motor mount. Tighten the grub screw in the center of the drive wheel to secure 
the wheel to the motor.




25. Insert the work rest into the bottom slot of the tooling arm bracket.


26. Mount your VFD in a fixed location near a 220v outlet.


